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Introduction

Babies of any animal are the cutest and have the most potential! They are filled with life, creativity and curiosity to 
journey through life learning and building themselves and their environment. 



But have you seen baby Shiba Inu dogs wif a winter hat?! They are adorable! 



Baby WIF ($BIF) is a meme coin that will spread this cuteness of baby Shiba Inu with a winter hat across the entire BSC 
and make it the most lovable meme on the blockchain. It’s the cutest meme with the strongest potential on any 
blockchain!


Mission

Baby WIF ($BIF) is building the largest collection of baby Shiba wif a hat cute memes. Not ever has there been such a 
library of cuteness overdose and this builds up a strong potential for the Baby WIF project.



We have one goal - a total Grok-meme takeover. The GROK King must dominate all kingdoms.

What are the objectives of Baby WIF?

  of Baby Shiba Inu with a hat and make them available for everybody’s pleasure. Gather the Cutest Memes

  or everyone as we uphold babies' warm and welcoming nature.Build a Friendly and joyful Community

  of the meme space through the warmth and beauty of baby Shiba wif hats.Unlock the greatest Potential



BIFONOMICS

$BIF is reviving the cuteness & meme potential of the Binance Smart Chain with baby Shiba Inu’s wif a hat!

Token Distribution

Token Ticker

Total Supply:

Presale + Liquidity

Cex Listing

Tax

Liquidity:

Marketing:

Dev:

$BIF

420,000,000,000,000

95%

5%

5/5

1%

2%

2%
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Our Partners

We’ve teamed up with industry leaders to unlock the greatest meme potential ever seen
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Pawmap

One paw at a time and we’ll unlock the deepest of potentials. 

Phase 2

Baby WIF on the News

Community Growth

Huge Marketing Push

Influencer Calls

Phase 1

Presale

Launch

Coingecko/Coinmarketcap Listings

Trending on AveDex, Dexview & other 
data aggregators

Listing on Major Exchanges

Phase 3

Partnerships

100,000+ holders

Meme Takeover
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Conclusion

Baby WIF will be a symbol for healthy potential as it serves cute memes across the meme space. It will be the movement 
that brings good tidings and real friendships to the digital culture already established in the space. It’s unlocking a 
massive potential that is yet untapped. 



Join the family of the cutest and most potential meme!

Disclaimer

$BIF is a BEP20 token with no intrinsic value or expectation of financial return. It’s built with love to exhibit and unlock the 
entertainment potential of baby Shibas wearing winter hats.
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